
 

 

 

Abstract—The very definition of „silence‟ refers to „absence of 

sound‟ and therefore confusedly taken as opposite to sound. I 

propose to establish that silence is the result of sound and vice versa. 

The four layers of linguistic ability— starting from the gross level to 

the subtle form, as described by the Indian Grammarians, are 

discussed.. They are Vaikhari (articulated speech), Madhyamā 

(speech residing in the heart), Paśyanti (speech residing in the naval 

area) and finally Parā (beyond three mentioned). The seeds of the 

words are there in implicit form called śabda-bhāvanā by Bhartŗhari 

a great grammarian. As one grows amidst social relationship, one 

understands that everything cannot be communicated due to many 

restrictions. Thus, one manages to talk to oneself or remain silent, 

This point is substantiated Nāgārjuna a Buddhist As against the 

view that silence is a threat to democratic society, its beauty is 

enhanced, on the contrary.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

OU talk when you cease to be at peace with your 

thoughts, 

And when you can no longer dwell in the solitude of your 

heart. You live in your lips.  

And sound is a diversion and pastime, 

And in much of your talking, thinking is half murdered. For 

thought is a bird of space, 

That in a cage of words may indeed unfold its wings. 

But cannot fly. 

There are those among you who seek the talkative through fear 

of being alone. 

The silence of aloneness reveals to their eyes, their naked 

selves. And they would escape  

And there are those who talk, and without knowledge or 

forethought. 

Reveal a truth which they themselves do not understand, 

 And there are those who have the truth within them. But they   

tell it not in words 

 In the bosom of such as these the spirit dwells in rhythmic 

silence.
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 The title of the paper seems to be very queer in nature, since 

the words „silence‟ and „sound‟ apparently are opposite.  They 

are defined as „absence of sound‟ and the „absence of silence‟ 

respectively. Their characters are said to be exclusively 

different. One is present only in the absence of other. On the 

contrary, I would like to show their relative character where one 

searches for silence among sounds and explores the sound 

among silences. An enigmatic yet very close relationship 

between silence and sound exists. Silence has been sought for 

capturing the sound and sound is quietened in order to feel the 

silence. The above quotation of Kahlil Gibran bears multiple 

meanings and speaks with many mouths. I would like to make 

clear all these point through this paper.   

  Let us take an example of a stressful person. Psychologically 

speaking, one who is in such situation wants to vent out with lot 

of talking. Undoubtedly, it helps to relieve the person of this 

anxious state of mind.  But there are persons who are in the 

habit of talking whoever comes on their way, whatever they like 

to talk, without listening to others.   

   However, there are opposite reactions too. In a similar 

situation, one may remain speechless, hardly any words coming 

out of one‟s mouth. But that does not mean that one is wordless. 

Words are roaming in one‟s mind yet fail to come out because 

of certain personal reasons such as fear, loss of status, loss of 

life and avoiding unnecessary complications occurring after 

that. Possibility is that the person concerned can burst out any 

moment of time and become dangerous.  Thus we can see that 

there are two alternatives as well as two extremes― one 

becomes either over talkative or absolutely silent. I would like 

to avoid both the extremes of pathological kinds, if at all they 

are there.   

  Nevertheless, I would like to analyze these possible 

alternatives and try to find out the way out of it, and will further 

show that it is the launching pad for spiritualism.  Let me take 

into account the above mentioned case,  when one is in a mental 

turmoil, one fails to see the correct picture of the situation and 

talks lot of nonsense, creates noise, screams and tries to justify 

oneself in different ways. Since words are always tied to our 

thought, one cannot ignore the fact that one‟s thoughts also get 

cracked because of the innermost disturbances. 

  The Yoga Darśana says that at such a state one has to stop 

one‟s waves of thought and absolutely remain calm, so that one 

can understand the situation and take correct decision. It says, 

“Yogaścittavṛttinirodhaḥ”. Yoga is the practice of controlling 

one‟s thought-process so that the self can see clearly its true 

nature. The Yoga-Sūtra further says 

“Tadādṛşṭusvarupe’vasthānaṁ”. What does it reveal?  It 
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reveals that in a particular situation I never see the other side of 

myself and always argue from a conditional standpoint. Now 

that is the new revelation that one can see oneself from both 

sides, which were completely unaware of each other. One 

combines them together, which completes the picture. If words 

trap our thoughts and distort the presentation of reality, 

suffocate the meaning too, then should they be discarded at all? 

Should it mean that all arguments and discussions and dialogues 

be stopped immediately? No, rather they should be encouraged, 

so that a point may come when one feels the futility of the 

arguments. Buddha says it is in silence that one can freely move 

in thought-waves and find out the correct decision/solution. 

That is why when anybody asked metaphysical question, 

Buddha used to remain silent because he knew that these 

questions are unanswerable. 

 A philosopher once visited Buddha and asked him: Without 

words, without the wordless, will you tell me the truth?  Buddha 

kept silence.  

 After a while the philosopher rose up gently, made a solemn 

bow and thanked Buddha. 

When the philosopher had left, Ananda, enquired:  What hath 

this philosopher attained?                                                    

Buddha replied: A good horse runs even at the shadow of the 

whip! 

 This little anecdote eloquently illustrates the importance and 

the necessity of Silence as an indispensable means towards an 

inner experience of the Truth. No words are sufficient enough 

to reveal the truth. Silence and sound, as referred to earlier, are 

said to be poles apart as our requests like „leave me alone for 

some time‟, „Please don‟t disturb me at this time, I will talk to 

you later on‟, „Please keep quiet, I would like to listen this piece 

of music‟, prove it. One actually wants through such requests is 

the silent ambience for receiving other sounds, say, music. This 

sends the message that the difference between silence and sound 

is quantitative, that of degree only and not that of quality. Since 

on the one hand there is sound which gradually merges into 

silence at one stage which is inaudible to us, because of the 

limitation of my hearing capacity, as the physicists say, and on 

the other hand there is silence which helps to catch hold of the 

other desirable sound, say, music. Rather one can say silence 

enhances the beauty of the sound-world. One may note here that 

there are two kinds of sound (nāda) mentioned in Indian 

tradition, that is, sound produced by strokes and the other one 

where sound is produced without stroke, called Anāhad nāda, a 

kind of vibration within oneself, through oneself and for oneself 

only.   

  Indian Grammarians (Vaiyākaraņa) posit the four layers of 

linguistic ability— starting from the gross level to the subtlest 

form. They are Vaikharî (articulated speech), Madhyamā 

(speech residing in the heart), Paśyantî (speech residing in the 

naval area) and finally Parā (beyond three mentioned). Though 

speech is inarticulate at the early stage of child‟s life, yet the 

seeds of the words are there in implicit form called śabda-

bhāvanā by Bhartŗhari, a great grammarian. Even Indian 

Tantra-śāstra speaks of Nāda, the ultimate speech form which 

conveys the sense of stir of the Divine Will, manifests itself to 

the ear at gross level as sound. 

   At the empirical level vaikharî is much demanded for 

communication. Gradually as one grows amidst social 

relationship, one understands that everything cannot be 

communicated due to many restrictions.  

   A well timed silence in argument can throw an opponent off 

and give the debater the upper hand. Instead of arguing every 

time is it not better to stop for a while and remain silent to allow 

oneself to think and others to think? Silence heightens 

sensitivity in communications. Silence that emerges as a gap or 

distance between sound events is signifier of differences. One 

should learn to use silence just as one learns to use sound. One 

has to resolve the two extremes and hit the middle point, 

though, it is very difficult. By constant practice only one can 

acquire it. In our modern time the term middle path refers to 

various political positions which try to reconcile right wing and 

left wing politics by advocating a varying mixture of right-wing 

economic and left-wing social policies. In the state of silence 

one finds the path very clear and what is elusive and deceptive 

resolves itself into crystal clearness. Silence in speech brings 

the clarity of idea and helps to process the idea as well. There 

are short silences and longer pauses in language. One very well 

knows the function of comma, full stop and other punctuation 

marks in the written and spoken words. Let us take these lines 

from William Shakespeare‟s poem Macbeth: 

  Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player, 

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage, 

  And then is heard no more. It is a tale 

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 

Signifying nothing.”                                         

  Read it with pauses and without pauses, you will understand 

the difference between the two ways of reading the set of words, 

with comma, full stops and semicolon, which I call „silences in 

between‟.  

  The tendency to link silence to logos has a long tradition in 

Judeo-Christian society where silence is bound up with the 

Word of God, the Logos. into sensory-existence. Creation is 

God's speech. Thus, during worship silence is so important to 

connect one to the Divine and it is a symbol of respect, awe too 

that facilitates contemplation.  

  Emotional intensity, as mentioned earlier, draws the person 

inward, which can create a kind of psychic isolation which 

involves a voluntary silence to collect oneself in silence and can 

rejuvenate. This is sometimes misunderstood as   pathological, 

which it might not be. When Arjuna says to Krishna that he 

does not want to fight and kill his kith and kin. If Arjuna would 

not have been in such a state, the Śrimadbhagavadgîta, one of 

the finest texts on human psychology, would not have been 

created. Thus any creative activity demands a silent state.  

II. SILENCE ― A THREAT TO SOCIETY 

   Silence is often said to be a threat in a democratic system 

and even feared in social justice. It is signified as suppression of 

dissent and unorthodox view. When one sees such situation one 
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needs to speak up and speak out more than ever before. 

Silencing the voices and sounds of those machines are under the 

suffocating blanket of our necessity. It seems that soon silence 

will pass into black-hole.  One must raise one‟s voice but must 

know the range of one‟s voice and words selected for such 

occasion. A good communicator uses silence skillfully as a non-

verbal tool for communication to present one‟s thought in a 

beautiful package. This package is not to deceive but to protect 

one‟s dignity as well as passing the message too. 
 

III. MADHYAMAKAŚĀSTRA OF NAGARJUNA 

   I have said so many things about silence but I should remind 

myself that language is a necessary part of our day-to-day 

affairs. Words function by imposing distinction like noun, 

pronoun, verb, preposition etc.  One must not ignore the 

function of language that unfolds the dynamics of the 

understanding and insight. It is now time to highlight 

Nāgārjuna, who belongs to one of the Buddhist school.  His 

famous work Madhyamakaśāstra intends to show the practical 

futility of arguments in all sphere of life. The undercurrent is 

the shadow of the silence which reflects the sound in the 

communicative level. Nāgārjuna aims to induce that the 

spoken/ textual words fail to capture the essence of reality 

(svalakşaṇa) just as it is. The Nāgārjuna‟s analysis will reveal 

the nature of things in two levels which he termed ultimate truth 

(paramārtha satya) in contrast to the relative common sense 

belief of the less insightful view (samvŗtti satya). His method of 

analysis cut from both sides, so that one gets two conditional 

perspectives, depending on the causal chain. The aim was to 

come to understand and accept the correct view (samyak dŗşṭi) 

which is not possible through conditional understanding. 

Roughly speaking, language moves in two ways. Either a thing 

exists (Sat) or a thing does not exist (Asat). This logic is useful 

for mundane purposes but when the same logic is used to make 

metaphysical claims, it becomes a kind of deceptive referring 

act. For Nāgārjuna, tension of Sat-Asat has to be overcome; the 

structure of four categories must be broken for this realization 

to act in accordance with reality.
2
 Nāgārjuna points out that 

language remains silent (tūşņimbhāva) at the ultimate level, 

when it transcends all such categories of sat, asat, sat-asat and 

not-both sat-asat. This stage is called 

catuṣkoṭivinirmukta/anirvacanîya/ anabhilāpya/  śunyata – the 

stage of ultimate silence 

Na san nāsan na sadasanna cāpyanubhavātmakam / 

Catuṣkoṭivinirmuktaṁ tattvaṁ mādhayamika viduḥ // 
3 

   Language is quite comfortable with the communicative level. 

One cannot get rid of the word „fire‟ in order to use it in 

practical life. The svabhāva of fire is to be hot, the svabhāva of 

water to be wet: whatever ceases to be hot is no longer fire; 

whatever ceases to be wet is no longer water. When Nāgārjuna 

argues that things are empty of svabhāva it is not this notion of 

essence he is concerned with. He argues for the independent 

understanding of svabhāva other than the qualities and its 

momentary existence.  It is sometimes misunderstood as having 

negative tone, devoid of all meanings, but it is not correct. It 

emphasis the causal dependence (pratîtyasamutpāda) and 

middle path which paves the way for a zone where neither 

positive nor negative exists. 

Yah pratityasamutpadah sunyatam tam pracaksmahe/ 

Sa prajnaptirupadaya pratipattaiva madhyama// 
4 

  Śūnyatā, the stage of ultimate silence, is intended by 

Nāgārjuna to show the limit of language. In other words, 

śūnyatā allows the world to remain as it really is, that is 

TATHATĂ, „thus-ness‟― 

tathāgato yat svabhāvas tat svabhāvam idam jagat/ 

tathāgato niḥsvabhāvo niḥsvabhāvam idaṁ jagat// 
5
   

 This stage is called śūnyatā devoid of all linguistic meddling. 

Thus I conclude with our present time philosopher, 

Wittgenstein― 

“What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence.”
6 
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